VAT OVERVIEW
ON BUILDINGS &
CONSTRUCTION

Whitepaper

This paper is designed to give a brief overview of the VAT implications of supplying
goods and services to the residential construction industry.

NEW BUILD PROPERTIES
In the case of a new build on an existing property site HMRCs deﬁnition
of a new build is very strict and requires all existing structures to be
demolished in their entirety, subject to certain exceptions. The table
below is an overview of the VAT treatment for the supply of building
goods or services to a new build:

What is being supplied?

Building materials only

Standard

Reduced

Zero

Rated (20%)

Rated (5%)

Rated (0%)

Yes

Building services

Yes

Building services and materials*

Yes
Yes

Professional services

*certain exclusions apply e.g. white goods, electrical appliances, carpets etc.

CONVERSION OF A PROPERTY
HMRC deﬁnes the conversion of a property as a fundamental alteration
of a building, for example the conversion of a warehouse to ﬂats. The
table below is an overview of the VAT treatment for the supply of goods
or services to the conversion of a property, although exceptions apply:

What is being supplied?

Building materials only

Standard

Reduced

Zero

Rated (20%)

Rated (5%)

Rated (0%)

Yes

Building services

Yes

Building services and materials*

Yes

Professional services

Yes

*certain exclusions apply e.g. white goods, electrical appliances, carpets etc.

In certain circumstances building services and materials can qualify for
Zero-Rating. In short if the company developing the property could be
granting a major interest in the property to a third party then this will
result in the work qualifying for Zero-Rating. A major interest is deﬁned
by HMRC as either the sale of property or a grant of a new lease not
less that 21 years.

RENOVATION AND REDECORATION OF A
PROPERTY
HMRC deﬁnes renovation as repairing or restoring a
property and redecoration as the general update or
alteration of a property, such as the installation of a new
kitchen. The supply of goods and services for
renovation and redecoration works is standard-rated
(i.e. VAT at 20%).

APPROVED ALTERATIONS TO PROTECTED
BUILDINGS
From 1st October 2012 the supply of goods and services with regards to approved
alterations to protected buildings are no longer zero-rated and are now standard rated
(i.e. VAT at 20%).

EXTENSION OF AN EXISTING PROPERTY
The deﬁnition of an extension is the enlargement of an existing
property. The supply of goods and services for extension works is
standard-rated (i.e. VAT at 20%).

If you’re interested in more information please
give David Spencer a call on 01702 599029 or
email him on david.spencer@chadsan.com.

